The feature story of the Idaho Statesman on 5 March 1918 is not legible. It appears to be a part of a longer article that discusses events in Idaho, possibly related to World War I. The article mentions the Idaho National Guard, the work of the Idaho National Guard in the state, and the soldiers' return from the war. However, the text is not legible, and it is difficult to extract meaningful information from it.
Say: “Varsity Fifty Five” Made by HarTruff-Schaff & Marx

These words in our store will bring you the leading suits for springs: for young men and men who like young style. Two or three buttons; new ideas in lapels and pockets; all wool fabrics.

The HarTruff & Schaff Marx label is sewed in the coats; a small thing to look for, a big thing to find.

All German Magazines Are Stopped by Board

Dear That Solar Help Enemy Class Room of Information for Idaho Chemists

An example of misdirected patriotism was recently revealed by the board of censors. The un-American field of art has now扩展ed to the persecution of German periodicals, all of them equally devoted to science and chemistry. Thinking that this was giving "bad and comfort" to the board, the censors have now extended their已经达到 the point where they have to be recognized. The University of Kansas and Oregon, who have already extended the range of their censors to the field of art, may now begin to feel the pressure of the board.

Everything in Building Material AND FUEL

Our prices are always right

Standard Lumber Co

Equipment and Service

Combination Furnace Pen and Propelling Pencil with non-leakable cap, only $1.50 Money back guarantee Rolf’s News Stand

Geo. Creighton Co.